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The Divorce

Top-Grossing Films 2000-2017 
+  Best Picture Oscar Winners 2000-2017

--------------------------------------------------
Average foreign gross (subtitled or dubbed)= 50%

However

Between 0.01%-0.1% of the budget and 50% of the revenue



• Market conditions: deadlines and remuneration

The Damage

Filmmaker

Translator Viewers



The Reconciliation:               
AFM

The consideration of translation and accessibility 
during the production of audiovisual media 

(through the collaboration between 
the creative team and the translator)

in order to provide access to all
(with and without disabilities)
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- The three shifts of media accessibility (Greco, 2018)

- For all

- From inception

- Led by users
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Subtitling blindness

Quick shots with dialogue or narration

Subtitling blindness 5.avi


Subtitling blindness

Watching the same film so differently

that we might as well be watching different films

Filmmakers tend to consider only the original audience.



Filmmaker

Translator Viewers

Accessible 
Filmmaking



Filmmaker

Translator All 
viewers











Listen to this short music piece 
and describe the feelings that it evokes in you



Filmmaker

Translator All 
viewers



Creative dubbing supervisors

Aim: - to preserve the original creative intent of our filmmakers 

throughout the many language adaptations 

Requirements: - to identify challenges that localization will face even before it begins

- to work with content creators to balance needs of the target audience 

with nuances of creative vision

- to develop creative approaches to localisation when suitable
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Limitations of subtitles (Zdenek, 2015)

Cannot show difference in volumes

Cannot show depth

Cannot show overlapping dialogue / sounds

Film = show, don’t tell

Creative Subtitles





A different approach to media access

Auteur AD (Szarkowska, 2013)
Creative AD (Walczak & Fryer, 2017; Zabrocka, 2018; Cox, 2017)

Creative subtitles (McClarty, 2012)
Creactive subtitles (Sala, 2021)
Integrated subtitles (Fox, 2016)
Alternative, aesthetic, enhanced, kinetic, embodied, integral, 
integrated, dynamic and animated (Butler, 2018; Zdenek, 2018).

Poietic design (Greco, 2019): creative aspects in the processes 
of designing and experiencing. 

Intersensory translation – user-sensitive design (Neves, 2021)

Aesthetics of access (Sealey / Lynch, 2012; Cockburn, 2017)



‘For us, accessibility transcends
basic considerations of 
comprehension and plot
to become an extension of the 
creative approach to the film.’

Creative Media Access



“Those practices that do not only attempt to provide access for the users of a 

film or a play, but also seek to become an artistic contribution in their own 

right and to enhance user experience in a creative or imaginative way”.  

(Romero-Fresco, 2021)

Creative approaches to MA



“Those practices that do not only attempt to provide access for the users of a 

film or a play, but also seek to become an artistic contribution in their own 

right and to enhance user experience in a creative or imaginative way”.  

- Alternative approach to MA (≠ guidelines) (subjective)

(Romero-Fresco, 2021)

Creative approaches to MA



Media Access

Legislation Guidelines

Expert views

Descriptive studies

Cognitive studies

Quantitative
Patterns
Majority

Average
Statistical significance

Scientific

Objective

Comprehension

Compensatory

One sense

‘For all’ 



Media Access

Guidelines

Scientific
Objective

Comprehension

Compensatory 

One sense

‘For all’ 

Creative

Impressionistic

Subjective

Engagement

Multisensorial

For one /each / everyone 

Embodied / Haptic



“Those practices that do not only attempt to provide access for the users of a 

film or a play, but also seek to become an artistic contribution in their own 

right and to enhance user experience in a creative or imaginative way”.  

- Alternative approach to MA (≠ guidelines) (subjective)

Often…

- considered during production 

- user-led

- political (wider fight for inclusion and participation) 

(Romero-Fresco, 2021)

Creative approaches to MA



Inconspicuous Conspicuous

Creative MA/AVT













Inconspicuous Conspicuous

Creative MA/AVT

Sherlock Integrated Titles.mp4


Creative MA/AVT

ConspicuousInconspicuous

Richard Dawkins on Brexit_ No, the British people have NOT spoken - Viewsnight.mp4


Watch the following review of Godard’s Film Socialism 
(https://youtu.be/-x3h310ZT1M?t=130)

and discuss:

- What do you think about Mark Kermode’s visceral 
reaction to the film?

- Is it possible that Godard could be looking for this kind of 
reaction and, if so, why?



Faithful account of the dialogue

Creative MA/AVT

Inconspicuous Conspicuous



Faithful account of the dialogue

Creative MA/AVT

Inconspicuous Conspicuous



Faithful accountof the dialogue

Creative MA/AVT

Inconspicuous Conspicuous



- The three shifts of media accessibility (Greco, 2018)

- From inception

- For all

- Led by users



- Subjectivity
- Embodiment
- Disability lens

- Inclusion
- Participation
- Fight against ableism

- Sense of urgency

Creative media accessibility



John Lee Clark

John Lee Clark.mp4


- Revision of Greco’s three shifts (2018):

- Accessibility from inception

- Accessibility by all

- Accessibility for all

Final thoughts



- Revision of Greco’s three shifts (2018):

- Accessibility from inception

- Accessibility by all

- Accessibility for all (AVT + MA) 

Final thoughts

(Nothing about us without us)
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